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THE HUGHES 500 
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South Carolina Helicopters, Inc. demonstrated the new Hughes 500 
Jet Helicopter at Owens Field last week. This new helicopter is 
powered by an Allison 317 HP turbine engine and cruises at 150 miles 
an hour • In the executive configuration it carries a total of five 
persons. As an utility helicopter it becomes a seven place aircraft. 
At full gross weight it has a range of over 400 miles. 

This is the first civilian model turbine helicopter to be demon
strated in this area, and Les Hembel, President of S. C. Helicopters, 
is hoping to be able to deliver this model sometime this year. 
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FORMATION FLYING TRAINING ROUTES 

NORMAL OPERATION: 3 HOURS BEFORE AND 3 HOURS AFTER SUNSET. 
AIRSPEED: 180 - 270 KNOTS ALTITUDE: 500 - 1500 AGL 
C-124 -x-x-x C-130 • • • • C-141 - - - -

With the general expansion of aviation flight activities there 
has been a proportionate increase in the mid-air collision potential. 
Numerous devices to warn the pilot of a potential collision are under 
study. However, when operating under visual flight conditions, the 
11 See and Be Seen11 concept continues to be the primary method of pre
venting a mid-air collision. 

The mission of the 437th Military Airlift 1-Jing at Charleston 
requires training in formation and aerial delivery procedures in C-124, 
C-130 and C-141 aircraft. The attached map shows the routes flown to 
North Field where personnel and equipment are dropped by parachute. 

- These routes are normally flown during the period three hours before 
to three hours after sunset seven days a week. They are flown at 
altitudes from 500 to 1500 feet above the ground and at airspeeds 
from 180 to 270 knots. 



ITEMS OF INTEREST 

Upper left: ~Uss May Smith relaxes in the new GADO office at the 
Columbia Jvietropoli tan Airport. Jviay completed 20 years service this 
month. (we didn't know the FAA hired childreno) If she can't 
answer your questions on r c;gulations, the answers aren 1 t available. 
Upper Right: A lear Jet at the Sumter Hunicipal Airport. Since 
Sumter has lengthened their rummy their traffic has included 
Sabreliners, Jet Stars, and Grumman Gulfstreams. 
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Lower left: A new Champion fully acrobatic Ci tabria. Sky'w-ays, Inc. 
at Owens Field is the distributor for the Champion Aircraft in this 
area. 
Lower Right: The smallest aircraft to land at the Greenville
Spartanburg Jet Port, the Knight Twister, is being propped by Bob 
Ginn, the only man at :Jteven 1 s who remembers how to perform this 
operation. 



FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY 
VFR EXAM-0-GRAM *NO. 7 

GETTING CAUGHT ON TOP OF AN OVERCAST 

1. DO YOU HAVE ALL OF THE FOLLOWING REQUISITES FOR INSTRUMENT FLIGHT? 
(1) An Instrument Rating, (2) an aircraft fully equipped for instrument flight, and 
(3) recent instrument experience. 1f not, you should heed the following bit of advice 
concerning flight over an extensive overcast cloud condition -- DON'T! 

2. SHOULD YOU AVOID FLYING VFR OVER CLOUDS ENTIRELY? No. Many times it 
is both practical and desirable to select a cross-country cruising altitude above a 
scattered cloud condition to take advantage of smoother air, improved visibility, more 
favorable winds, or provide for more terrain and obstacle clearance, provided (1) you 
have legal cloud separation for climb, cruise; and destination descent, (2) weather 
conditions are stable or improving, and (3) you stay alert and take immediate action 
if the clouds beneath you increase and the "sucker holes" start to shrink. Don't wait 
too long to descend or make a 180° turn (one of aviation's oldest safety devices) if the 
situation warrants it. 

3. WHAT OTHER PRECAUTIONS SHOULD YOU TAKE TO AVOID AN "ON-TOP-OF-AN 
OVERCAST" TRAP? (1) Prior to your cross-country flight, visit or telephone the local 
Weather Bureau Airport Station or your nearest FAA Flight Service Station or other flight 
service facility for a thorough weather briefing (see EXAM-0-GRAM No. 5). Select an 
altitude that will be compatible with terrain and cloud separation requirements. (2) Use 
reasonable restraint in exercising the prerogative of VFR flight when conditions are close 
to minimums. Remember that, with the right conditions, a low overcast can form under 
you in a matter of minutes. Consider the weather, the terrain you are flying over, and 
allow yourself a margin of safety commensurate with your experience level. (3) When 
you file your VFR flight plan with an FSS, request Flight Following Service in order to 
take advantage of special weather briefings from your en route designated Flight Watch 
Station(s) (see EXAM-0-GRAM No. 6). Also, monitor appropriate frequencies for 
scheduled weather broadcasts at 15 and 45 minutes past each hour. 

4. WHAT SHOULD YOU DO IF YOU SHOULD GET CAUGHT ABOVE AN OVERCAST? 
You are admittedly "in a jam." Loss of orientation, a very probable sequel to loss of 
ground references, will further complicate your problem. However, you can improve 
your chances of avoiding disaster by following a few logical procedures. (See 
Airman's Information Manual- "Emergency Procedures".) For example, you should 
(1) estabhsh commumcations with an FSS or other ground stations and confess your 
predicament. The personnel in these stations are well trained in assisting airmen in 
distress; give them a chance to help you before it's too late. 1f necessary, they can 
alert available VHF Direction Finding and Radar Stations (including military stations) 
to stand by for possible assistance. (2) 1f you have trouble establishing contact with 
a ground station, climbing will increase the range of your VHF radio equipment and 
improve the chances of ground radar detection. (3) Conserve your fuel by using an 
economical or maximum endurance power setting. (4) 1f you really need help, comply 
with instructions received from your ground station. ---

5. Prevention is a much better approach to this problem than the cure. 1f you are a 
VFR pilot, AVOID GETTING CAUGHT ON TOP OF AN OVERCAST! 



FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY 
VFR PILOT EXAM-0-GRAM* NO. 35 

UNICOM FREQUENCIES AND USES 

!l~ , 

WHAT IS UNICOM? UNICOM is a private aer onautical radio station. It provides a communication 
channel for many airports without control towers (122.8 me) and a channel for many airports with 
control towers {1 23.0 me). Both the gr ound station and aircraft transmit and receive on the same 
frequency. Many of the FAA Written Examinations contain tes t items concerning this subject. 

WHAT USES MAY BE MADE OF UNICOM (122.8 me) AT THOSE AffiPORTS NOT SERVED BY A CON-
TROL TOWER? --

1- It may be used for communications with private aircraft concerning runway and wind conditions, 
types of fuel available, weather, dispatching, availability of ground trapsportation, food, and 
lodging. 

2- It may be very useful in an emergency. To illustrate this point, here is a sample transmission 
which might be used at a non-controlled airport: "Great Bend UNICOM, this is . . . . I am 
unable to r eceive a green light 'gear down' indication. Will you have your mechanic check my 
landing gear as I make a low pass over Runway 17?" In addition to observing the position of 
the landing gear during a fly by, the mechanic might also review the emergency gear lowering 
procedures with the pilot . 

OHIO 
3- At certain airports, a pilot can turn on the runway ........ ----- ·· · · ...... · ... · .............. . 

lights by tuning his transmitter to the airport UNICOM 1 ,L;~ "'~ ~~ BL< " ., u-• FSS: FINO LAY 

frequency and then "preSSing the ffiiCrOphOll€ button" a • Remarks: P-line N, S. for rnwy lgts preu.mike b~tton 4 time• 

predetermined llUffiber Of tiffi€8 Within a predetermined ~~~~\:.5 second' on UNICOM lreq; lgts will remoon on for 

time interval. This is t r ue at these locations as long 
as the UNICOM station receiver is turned on, even though it is unattended. Note the Airman's 
Information Manual (AIM) excerpt, above. 

4- It may be useful in a wide variety of other ways, such as: (a) A student calls to advise his 
instructor that he is experiencing a rough engine and seeks advice, (b) A private pilot calls 
in and asks if a mechanic is available to work on his inoperative aircraft tachometer, (c) A 
doctor requests that an ambulance meet his a irplane upon landing to pick up a hospital patient. 

000 

HOW CAN A P ILOT DETERMINE IF UNICOM IS AVAILABLE AT AN 
AffiPOR T WITHOUT A CONTROL TOWER ? The letter " U" in the air
port information on the Sectional Char t indicates UNICOM. !) 

§ GREAT BEHD MUHI 4 :>w 
1890 H80 (3) Bl4 SS F4 U-1 FSS: RUSSELL 
Re marks: Ngt ope rn N/S rnwy ooly.~";;~~~ 

twr6.SN M NNE. ·--- ,--·- ··-~ 

The availability of UNICOM can also be determined by 
referring to the Airport Directory Section of AIM. Note 
the UNICOM symbol " U -1 " is used at airports without a 
control tower. 

CAN COMMUNICATIONS ALWAYS BE ESTABLISHED ON UNICOM? No. Most pilots who land regu
larly at UNICOM equipped a irports, have on occasion been unable to get a reply from UNICOM stations. 
This s ituation is usually caused by a shortage of personnel at small airports. Sometimes this results 
in the UNICOM being " on" but unattended. In some instances, the volume control on the station r e-

I eiver may have been turned down and then forgotten. Although these situations are unfortunate, pilots 
should realize they may occur. 

,.. 
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HOW IS UNICOM USJ;:D AT AffiPORTS SERVED BY A CONTROL TOWER ? Communica tions on 
123.0 me are identical to those permitted on 122.8 me with the exception of information such as runway 
and wind conditions, wea the r, etc. , which should be furnished by the tower. 

HOW DOES A PILOT DETERMINE IF UNICOM IS AVAILABLE AT AN AffiPORT WITH A CONTROL 
TOWER? The Airport/ Facility Directory excerpt to the left shows how UNICOM is listed by the sym-{P 

bol "U-2" in AIM. 
NEW ORLEANS _/ 

~ NEW oRtEANS- LAKEFRONT IFR _. Ne Fss : New ORLEANs~ The letter "U" also appears in the airport data box on the 
~~m=.~~~ 7-1:i,4 l,.-~560_,~;~~ ::;~~:st41;~!dF~: . J~~; , 549u:, CAR Sectional CharL 

HOW ARE UNICOM STATIONS IDENTIF IED ? Usually by the name 
of the airpor t, but sometimes by the name of the fixed-base opera
tor, or even the town where the s tation is located. For example : 
In the New Orleans ar ea there ar e two airports--Lakefront and 
Inter national--located about 13 miles apar t, and both have UNICOM 
stations on 123.0 me. A transient pilot who des ir es to use UNICOM 
and doesn't know the name of the operators in the area would nor
mally address his call to "Lakefront UNICOM" or "New Orleans ,.,_...,:oc!'F"'E:_c'l"',....U 
International UNICOM, " rather than "New Orleans UNICOM. " 

HOW DO PILOTS ABUSE OR MISUSE UNICOM? Perhaps one of the most common abuses is the situa-
tion where several aircraft are flying at high altitudes and using one of the UNICOM frequencies for 
lengthy aircraft-to-aircraft radio chatter. At high altitudes their transmissions reach out in all dir-
ections and tend to block out many local airport UNICOM transmissions. Remember, use UNICOM 
like a party line telephone--be brief, transmit only essential messages. 

Note: UNICOM stations are crystal controlled to transmit and 
receive only on one frequency--either 122.8 or 123.0 me. 

UNICOM is never used for Air Traffic Control purposes. 

World Aeronautical Charts do not list UNICOM stations. 

HAINTENANCE SEMii~AR 

The Tennes see Aeronautics Commission i n conjunction wi t h Nashvil le 
FAA General Avia tion Di strict Office will hold t heir General Avi ation 
Seminar at the Aer onautics Commission Hangar, Nashville Hetropoli t an 
Airport 9n March 28, 29, and 30. 

Representatives of all the leading aircraf t, engine, and accessory 
manufacturers will conduct the three-day seminar. 

There is no charge for the seminar, but it will be necessary for 
those attending to n~ke their own motel reservations. For additional 
information write the Tennessee Aeronautics Commission, Box 3557, 
Airport Station, Nashville, Tennessee 37217. 

FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS - - Don't forget the Flight Instructors Revalidation 
Course at Callaway Gardens, Georgia, Harch 21, 22, 23, and 24. 
Send reservations to: Ralph F. Nelson, Project Director, AOPA 
Foundation, Inc., Washington, D. C. 20014. 
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WANTED 

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL AERIAL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE USA 

The NINETY NINES, INC. (Interhational Organization of Women Pilots) 
want the most beautiful aerial color photograph of each State and 
Territory. The prize winning photographs, together with an invitation 
from each Governor, will be included in the 99s • invitation folio 
USEE THE USA ... These handsome folios with the invitation to the 
peoples of the world to visit the USA will be presented to the over
seas 99s who will present t hem to representatives of their governments 
A set of these prints will be sent on a world tour under the sponsor
ship of the U. S. Travel Service. All the prints will carry the name 
of the photographer. 

This contest is open to everyone -- amateur or professional, and does 
not limit the contestant to his home State or Territory. Only aerial 
photographs in color will be considered. Positive transparencies 
(including slidesr-Dr color negatives may be submitted, but each 
negative must be accompanied by a print not larger than 8" x 1011 • A 
maximum of four (4) positive transparencies (including slides) or 
four (4) color negatives with prints may be submitted and must have 
been taken within the last three (3) years. Title of photo, State 
in which it was taken and the contestant's name should appear on each 
slide and print. 

Prizes will be awarded for the winning photos. All rights in the priz 
winning photos will become the property of the NINETY NINES, INC., but 
certain rights may be assigned back to the photographer upon request. 

Judging will be based on photographic excellence and how identifiable 
the subject matter is with the State it represents. The decisions of 
the judges will be final. 

The NINETY NINES, INC. will make every effort to return non-prize 
winning entries, providing ample postage and a self addressed mailer 
is included with the entry. However, they will assume no responsibili 
for any entry. 

Contest closes midnight April 30, 1967. Winners will be notified by 
June 15, 1967. (Cont'd on page 8) 



SOUTH CAROLINA AERONAUTICS COMMISSION 
P. 0 . BOX 1176 

COLUMBIA. SOUTH CAROLINA 

(PHOTO CONTEST Cont'd from page 7) 

SEC. 34.66 P. L & R. 
U. S. POSTAGE 

PAID 
Columbia, S.C. 

PERMIT NO. 61 

Send entries east of the Mississippi to: 99s 1 Photographic Contest 
Box 30099 
Washington, D. C. 20014 

send entries west of the Mississippi to: 99s' Photographic Contest 
Box 99 
Pacific Grove, Calif. 93950 

ENTRY BLANK 

99s' PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST 

Name---------------------------------------------------------------

Address ------------------------------------------------------------
Where Photos were taken 

--------~(~s~t-a~te __ o_r~~~e-r-r~i~t-o-ry~)----------------
Identification of Photos 

---""'(N""a-me---o-f.,....,La.k=--=--e-,~M,...o_u_n..,.t_a..,.i-n-,-B'="'m~. l,..d .... J.-=-· ng-,-e""'tc,....-..... }~ 

TYPe or name of aircraft used for picture-----------------~~~~
Entry in this contest indicates contestant's willingness to abide by 
the contest rules. 


